
The Road Ahead, Fall 2020

Update, June 23, 2020



Parents’ Voice  
1,233 Responses (English)
293 Reponses (Spanish)



School Distribution of Responses



Grade Level Distribution of Responses



If things are ok, some still want Distance 
Learning



Most still want Distance Learning



If conditions are ok, some still want 
Distance Learning



If in the fall, we could fully open, most still 
want Distance Learning



Devices



Devices



Internet Connections



In Summary

Around 30% will want Distance Learning no 

matter the conditions

Most families are ok to send their students 

to school when permissible

Most families have devices for students, but 

we will need to provide them to about 

40-50% of the students

Most families have access to the internet, 

but we will need to provide them to 10-20% 

of the students



Teachers’ Voice



Option #1 Distance Learning Model: Schools offer a 100% distance/online 
learning option.- ARE YOU SUPPORTIVE OF THIS MODEL?



Option #2 Blended Model: Schools are permitted to open on a traditional six-period schedule with 
groups of students attending 1-2 days per week, with smaller class sizes, while following CUHSD, 
CDE, and ICPHD guidelines. Teachers also provide instruction online to those students not 
physically on campus. - ARE YOU SUPPORTIVE OF THIS MODEL?



Option #3 Split Model: Schools are permitted to open as usual, on a traditional six-period 
schedule with some students learning online and some students attending every day, 
following CDE and ICPHD guidelines - ARE YOU SUPPORTIVE OF THIS MODEL?



In Summary

Most teachers want to continue distance learning in our given stage of recovery

As conditions allow, most teacher want to have blended model

Most teachers agree we should offer options for both full Distance Learning and blended



Guidance for Reopening Schools



California Department 
of Education

General guidelines, but no directives.

● Follow local health officials requirements

● Practice Physical Distancing

● Develop a Distance Learning Plan as needed

● Bring students on campus when practicable.

60 Day supply of PPE for teachers and students is 

coming throughout the year.



Imperial County Office 
of Education
General guidelines, but no directives.

● Follow local health officials requirements

● Practice Physical Distancing

● Develop a Distance Learning Plan if needed

● Bring students on campus when practicable.

ICOE will be the distributor of the 60 Day supply of 

PPE for teachers and students



Imperial County Public 
Health Department
Students can return to campus when we are at Stage 

2B.  We are in Stage 2A now.

● Daily Health Screening, does not have to be a 

temperature check.

● Physical Distancing precautions in place

● Masks when you cannot maintain 6 feet of 

distance

● Enhanced sanitizing and access to hand washing 

and hand sanitizing.



Next Steps



Summer Preparations

Principals have sent out their schools’ summer letter that include:

● Plans for the fall

● Plans for registration

● Description of precautions

Schools are Building Master Schedules



Registration Options

Traditional Paper Packet 

● Enhanced with streamlined format and reduction in forms to complete

Restarted Online registration through Aeries

● This was done in the past, and has been restarted for 20-21



Devices

Additional Chromebooks and MyFi devices for BorderLink have been purchased

Students will be able to check out a Chromebook and/or MyFi device as needed

● We will provide a Chromebook to each student, not a device per household

● We are not likely to ever return to Chromebooks to the carts for regular classroom use.  

● We are developing a model for a 1:1 initiative so that students are issued a Chromebook 

for their years in CUHSD schools.



Back to School PD

We will follow our already approved schedules 

Sessions that are traditionally in person session will be converted to virtual meetings.  Sessions 

will include:

● All required training: i.e., Sexual Harassment

● Sessions on safety

● Sessions on Distance Learning and Blended or Hybrid best practices



August 11, Day 1



Safety Precautions and Expectations
Our Plans are aligned with and approved by ICPHD and ICOE

● Daily Health Screening prior to coming to work/school.  No temperature taking is 

required, but will be available.

● Masks when persons cannot maintain 6 feet of physical distance

○ Masks during passing periods

● Signs and reminders posted throughout the schools and offices

● Hand sanitizer and hand washing regularly

● Daily sanitizing of schools and busses



Distance Learning for All to start the year

As of June, Imperial County is experiencing a surge in cases and we are still in Stage 2A.  We 

can introduce students on campus in Stage 2B.  

Given the current status and needed time to plan and communicate, we will start with 

Distance Learning for all students.

As conditions permit, we will add in groups of students while maintaining physical distancing 

requirements.



Introduce On-Campus Classes and Meetings

  These two issues push the need to 

return to regular instruction as soon as is safe and practicable.

According to guidance from ICPHD, we will introduce students on campus in small groups first.  

For example:

● CTE classes

● EL students

● Special Education students

● Science lab activities

● Music and performance groups



Phases of Instruction
  These two issues push the need to 

return to regular instruction as soon as is safe and practicable.

1. Distance Learning for all students.  Some will continue for a semester or full year.

2. Introduce small groups by subject in limited numbers to maintain physical distancing

3. Begin classes for all in blended sections, but in limited numbers to maintain physical 

distancing, 25% of a class

4. Increase the number of days on campus from 1 day per week to 2 days per week and 

going to 50% of a class.

5. When conditions allow, all students attend the full school day



Athletics, Extra and Co-Curricular Activities

● Athletics will follow the guidance and rules set forward by CIF.  Links to that will be 

added to the web page.  We cannot start practices until we are in Stage 2B.

● Other activities will follow the phases of instruction model.  As we are able to add 

students to classrooms we can add students to after school events and activities

● When permissible, we can add the public to larger group events and meetings.



Funding Implications from the State

The state’s rules for funding are not know at this time.  There is discussion to continue a “hold 

harmless” funding level like the end of the 4th quarter but adding “participation” 

requirements.  

● We don't know how this will affect our current Distance Learning teacher and student 

expectations

● We may need to modify those expectations during the course of the year



Flexibility, Adjustments and Communication

Conditions and stages will change during the summer and the school year.

We must be flexible in our approach and not get locked into one set pattern

We will make changes who is attending on campus, groups sizes and meeting types

We will communicate officially on the District web page, we will use social media to point the 

public to the web page.

● http://www.cuhsd.net/COVID19-Recovery-Plan/index.html



COVID-19 Recovery Plan



Questions and Discussion


